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To all whom it may concern:

'

of this speci?cation, and will then be point

Be it known that I, Or'ro PETERMANN, a ed out in the claims at the end of the de
citizen of the United States, and a resident

scriptlon.

'

.

of Groton, county of Tompkins, and State

In the drawings, Figure l is a fragmem‘
of New York, have invented certain new tary perspective View of a part of the key 60
and useful Improvements in Type-Writing board- of one form of machine embodying
'
Machines, of which the following is a full, the invention.
clear, and exact description.
’
Fig. 2 is an enlarged elevation of the key
This invention relates more particularly

7 detached.

Fig. 3 is a vertical section through a part
to the keyboards of typewriting machines.
The primary object of the invention is to of the key showing the key attached to a
i provide a rest key located at the side of the part of'the machine frame; and
Fig. 4 is a detail plan of the key.
machine for the typist to rest his little ?n
As shown the invention is applied to a
ger while manipulating'the keys in order
15 that the hand may be properly positioned Corona typewriter as the invention is de
signed especially for a small portable ma
» at all times. The key is particularly a'd
vantageous while operating the machine chine of this character, but it‘ will be un
10
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under what is known as the “touch” system derstood that the invention may be used in
and permits the typist to operate the 'keys connection with writing machines of vari
2.0 readily and in a correct manner.

,

ous kinds.

.

The frame 10 of the machine has side bars
Another object of the invention is to pro
vide a simple and eiiicient rest key for the 11 ‘connected together by an integral bar
- hand of the operator which forms a part 12 at the front thereof and by a transversely
extending plate or bar 13 between which
of the keyboard.
A further object of the invention is to plate 13 and bar 12 and the sides 11 is lo
provide a key of the character described cated the keyboard 14. The keyboard may
which is simple in construction and which comprise a'number of levers 15 each hav
ing a key 16. These keys may be arranged
may be readily manufactured.
A still further object of the invention is in groups'or'banks and form a part of the
usual standard or universal keyboard. As
30 to provide a'key which may be readily at
tached to or detached from the. machine shown there are three groups or banks of
keys, as in the Corona typewriter and in
frame or other part of the machine. A
Another object of the invention is to pro this particular type of machine the shift
vide an additional rigid key adapted to be keys are located at the left hand side‘ of
35 attached to the keyboard of a small type the machine, there being a shift key for the
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writing machine in which the keyboard is I upper case and a shift for ?gures and other
smaller than the keyboard of the standard characters thereof, although this particular
o?ice typewriting machines, the additional form of keyboard may be changed accord
rigid key serving to ?ll out the abbreviated ing to whether ‘a single case shift or a
40

keyboard of the small typewriting machine, double case shift is employed.
so that there will be a su?icient number of
keys in one row or group to enable the oper

95

In line with the middle row of keys and

attached to the side 11 of the frame is a

ator to properly position his hands over the rest key 17. This rest key has a plate-like
keys. The purpose of the invention is to body 18 at the upper portion of which is
45 provide a rest and hand-positioning key in an integral outwardly and upwardly pro 160
alinement with one of thevrows or groups jecting part 19. At the upper portion of
of movable keys, and in the same horizontal the part 19 is a substantially circular and

plane as the normal position ‘of the‘ keys integral plate-like part 20 to which the ?n
ger part 2] of the key may be attached by
uniform in position and arrangement with means of inwardly extending ?ngers as is
usual for holding the metal key rim to a
the other keys of the keyboard.
With these and other objects in view, the key-operated lever, The body 18 at each
invention will be hereinafter more particu side of the part 19 is provided with curved
in said row so that the added key will be
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larly described with reference to the ac— clips or hook-shaped parts 22 which are
55

companying drawings, which form a part adapted to be passed over the upper edge
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v23 of the side 11 of the machine frame or grip the upper and lower edges of one of

other support. A leg or part 24 extends the side members 'of the machine frame, a
‘downwardly from the body 18 and termi ?nger-rest portion rigidly supported on'the _
nates in a hook-shaped portion 25 adapted upper end of said stem, and means formed

5

10

to form a {yielding clip _to ?t under the integrally with said stem adapted to abut
lower edge of the side 11 of the machine against spaced parts ofthe machine frame
frame and with the clips 22 serves to de to hold the device against movement along
tachably hold the ‘key to said side of the the side member of the frame.
.

frame. A brace or ;part 26 extends down-v
4. A hand-positioning ?nger-rest key _for
wardly from the b0 y 18 and at an angle a typewriting machine, comprising a dlsk 75

to the leg 24 and serves as a means to assist like ?nger-supporting portion, means for
in‘bracing and steadying the key on the detachably securing said disk-like portion to

15

frame, and as a locating means to get the a side member of the machine frame at one
rest key lined up with the row of key-le side of the keyboard, and means for deter“
vers, the lower end of the brace being made mining the position of the disk-like (portion 80
to engage with the side of the front foot relatively to the keys of the keyboar . .

20

The brace 26 also prevents the rest key from adapted for attachment to the frame ofa
moving toward the front of the machine.
typewriting machine, comprising a body
In the‘special type of machine in connec portion having a laterally extending yield
tion with which the key is particularly able part adapted to engage under a part of

bracket as shown in dotted lines in Fig. l. .
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adapted for use only one rest key is em the frame, an angular extending integral
ployed for the reason that the shift ke or brace portion adapted to engage a station
one of the other keys at the opposite si e of ary part of the machine,‘ spaced clips

the machine might be employed for the left formedintegrally with the body portion and 90
hand of the operator, though it will be un adapted to engageover a part of theframe,
derstood that where the keyboard is of this an integral upwardly extending portion
or any other form of construction a similar formed with a disk-like portion arranged
key adapted for the left hand side of the substantially at right angles to the body
machine may be used.
4
portion, and a ?nger portion secured to said 95
It will be evident that by a key of the disk-like portion.
_
character described the typist’s hand is
6. A hand-positioning ?nger-rest key
properly positioned for operation of the adapted for attachment to a part of a type

keys under the usual touch system so that
35

5. A hand-positioning ?nger-rest key

writing machine, comprising a body havlng

accuracy and speed are secured, and that a depending le provided with a yieldable 100'
the entire key except the ?nger part may be laterally exten ing part adapted to engage
made of a single piece of sheet metal.
under a part of the machine, integral hooks
Having thus described my invention, I formed on the body at opposite. sides of the
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters depending leg and adapted to engage over
Patent:
'
a part of the machine, an angularly extend
1. A hand-positioning ?nger-rest key for ing brace portion adapted to engage a sta 105
a typewriting machine, comprising a stem tionary part of the machine to position the
formed with integral means for detachably key, an upwardly extending part, and a ?n
holding the same to a part of the machine, ger part held to said upwardly extending '

an angularly extending portion adapted to part.
110
7. A hand-positioning ?nger-rest key
the key and position the same relatively to, adapted for attachment to a part of a'type
the keys of the keyboard, a laterally; and up writing machine, comprising a body having
'Wardly extending part, and a keyli e ?nger a depending leg provided with a yieldable
supporting part held to said laterally and up laterally extending part adapted to engage 115'
engage a ?xed part of the machine to brace

50

wardly extending part.

‘ '

under a part of the machine, integral hooks
formed on the body at opposite sides of the
vice for a typewriting machine, comprlsing
leg and adapted to engage over
a stem provided with integral hook portions _ adepending
part
0
the
machine, and a ?nger part
55 adapted to grip the opposite edges of a part supported by the body.
of the machine frame for detachably secur-'
In a typewriting machine, the com
ing the device to the machine, a projecting bination of a frame, a keyboard supported
arm held to said stem and adapted to engage by said frame and comprising a plurality of
- 2. A hand-positioning and supporting de
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a stationary art of the machine to osition movable-keys arranged in rows or groups,
the device re atively to the keyboar , and a and a ?xed hand-positioning ‘?nger sup 125
key-like ?nger-supporting portion held to the porting key mounted in the keyboard‘ in
upper end of said stem.
alinement with one of the rowsor groups

3. A hand—positioning and supporting de

of movable keys and in the same horizontal

A vice for a typewriting machine, comprising plane with the keys of the said group when

65

a stem formed with integral clips adapted to said keys are in‘their normal at-rest posi
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tion, whereby the said rigid key will have a the rows or groups of movable keys and in
uniform position and alinement with the the same horizontal plane with the keys of
movable keys of the keyboard.
the said group when said keys are in their
-9. In a typewriting" machine, the com normal at-rest position, whereby the said
bination of a frame, a keyboard supported rigid key will have a uniform position and
by said frame and comprising a plurality of .alinement with the movable keys of the key
movable keys arranged in rows or groups, a board.

?xed hand-positioning ?nger sup orting

This speoi?oation signed this twenty-sec

key, and means for detachably holdlng the ond day of December, A. D. 1915.
10

said positioning key to the keyboard-sup
porting means in alinement with one of

OTTO PETERMANN.
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